LORAN-C TIMING PROJECT

A. TELCON THIS DATE WITH DR MARKOWITZ NAVOBSY

1. MASTER WILL ATTEMPT TO HOLD CONSTANT TIME POSITION 011900Z THROUGH 141700Z SEPT.

2. SLAVES SAM AND BASELINE MONITORS ARE TO HOLD TIME POSITION BY PLACING TIMERS OR RECEIVERS IN TEST OR STANDBY AS APPLICABLE DURING ANY MASTER JUMP OR MASTER OFF AIR. MASTER WILL RESYNC ON SLAVES AFTER MASTER IRREGULARITIES.

3. FULL INFORMATION DESIRED FROM SLAVES AND SAM CONCERNING MASTER SYNC AND MASTER CODE AFTER MASTER IRREGULARITIES.

4. IN THE EVENT OF MASTER CODE JUMP UNACCOMPANIED BY MASTER TIME JUMP OR MASTER OFF AIR SLAVES AND MONITORS WILL REGAIN CODE LOCALLY. SLAVE AND MONITOR LOCAL TIME JUMPS AND LOCAL CODE JUMPS ARE TO BE HANDLED LOCALLY.
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1 Transcribe from original located at NARA Washington, DC